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Large Animal Crashes: the Significance and Challenges

Lotta Jakobsson, Magdalena Lindman, Henrik Carlsson, Anders Axelson, Anders Kling*

Abstract Crashes with large animals pose demands on vehicle design beyond standardised crash test
methods. In some parts of the world, crashes with large animals are frequent and involve a relatively high risk of
injury. The objective of this study is to identify the significance of the occurrence and the challenges of crashes
with large animals, including evaluations using a crash test method simulating a vehicle‐to‐large animal crash.
Statistics identify several important factors, such as impact speed, impact configuration, environmental factors
and driver awareness. Occupant injuries of special focus are injuries to head, neck and upper extremities both
by penetrating roof structure parts and by interaction with the large animal body, and cuts and scrapes by
splintering glass or sharp edges. Tests using a large animal dummy illustrate the importance of structural
integrity of the header and A‐pillar area, as well as vehicle speed at impact. An increased impact speed not only
drives the structural intrusion depth but also influences the timing of head impact towards the deformed area.
As a complement to structural and restraint designs, future safety development challenges also include aspects
of detecting and sensing large animals addressing occupant protection by mitigating and potentially avoiding
the crash.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) reports that in the USA during 2000–2007, about 1,500
people died in road crashes involving animals and that the numbers have increased over the years [1].
Furthermore, the proportion of fatal animal vehicle crashes is increasing per year, as seen using US fatality data,
NASS FARS [2‐4]. The Highway Loss Data Institute (HLDI) reports that the claim frequency and claim severity of
animal strike has risen over the years in the USA, with a significant peak occurring in November [5]. Moreover,
insurance companies in Australia have also reported a large increase in occurrence and cost [6]. A Canadian
study estimates that vehicle‐to‐large animal collisions may cost society in general more than $200,000,000
annually, also confirming a rising trend [7].
In Sweden, during 2014, more than 46,000 crashes with animals were reported, of which 5,037 crashes
involved moose [8]. On average, the large wild animal density (eg. mooses and deers) in Sweden is such that
when driving at 90 km/h, you pass a large animal closer than 300 meters from your car every 23 seconds. A
Canadian study estimates that probably between 4 and 8 large animal–vehicle collisions take place every hour
in Canada [7].
The reasons that vehicle‐to‐animal crashes have severe consequences are due to a combination of crash
types: a car striking an animal, then running off the road and hitting an object or overturning; or a direct crash
resulting in the animal going through the windscreen [9]. A large proportion of injuries from animal–vehicle
crashes in the US involve deer [9]. In Europe and Canada, moose and deer have been shown to be a
considerable problem on the road [10‐11]. In Saudi Arabia, collisions with camels are more prominent [12‐13].
While in Australia, kangaroos and wallabies are the predominant animals involved in road crashes [6]. Bashir
and Abu‐Zidan [14] summarised that the mechanisms and patterns of human injuries caused by vehicles in
different large animal crashes have similarities as well as differences. Injuries caused by kangaroos and deer are
usually mild, whereas camels falling on the roof of the car cause cervical spine and head injuries to the
occupant. The moose causes a typical rear and downward deformability of the vehicle roof.
* L. Jakobsson is Senior Technical Leader at Volvo Cars Safety Centre, Adjunct Professor in Vehicle Safety at Chalmers University of
Technology and reference group leader at SAFER, Vehicle and Traffic Safety Centre at Chalmers (ph: +46 31 591814, e‐mail:
lotta.jakobsson@volvocars.com). M. Lindman is Technical Expert, H. Carlsson is Senior Safety Analyst, A. Axelson is Attribute Leader and
A. Kling is Senior Analysis Engineer at Volvo Cars Safety Centre, Göteborg, Sweden.
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Vehicle‐to‐‐animal crasshes usually occur in rurral areas, du
uring autumn
n, on straighht roads, in clear
c
weatheer,
du
uring dawn, dusk or nigh
ht when anim
mals appearr suddenly [2
2‐3][6][9]. Th
he influence of vehicle speed on inju
ury
ou
utcome has been highliighted in se
everal studiees [15‐18]. In a Swedish
h study thatt analysed 667
6 real‐worrld
moose–passe
m
nger car crashes betwee
en 1995 and 2010, 90% of the severe or fatal injjured cases were
w
on roaads
peed limits of
with
w posted sp
o 80 km/h or
o higher [18]].
Based on 3396 injured occupants
o
off Volvo cars tthat were involved in larrge animal crrashes in Sweden, Lövsund
ett al. [19] fou
und that seatbelt usage
e significantlly decreased
d risk for severe injuriess. Also, two
o major injurry‐
in
nducing mech
hanisms werre identified: direct conttact between
n the passenger’s head aand moose body;
b
and glaass
sp
plinters from
m the windsccreen inducin
ng face and aarm injuries. A similar sttudy was perrformed by Björnstig et al.
[2
20] and conccluded that the
t injuries were usuallyy caused by the impact of the moosse on the windscreen
w
and
front part of tthe roof, thee severity of the injuries correlated with
w the extent of deforrmation in th
hat area. Head
an
nd neck inju
uries dominated, especially among fatal injurie
es. Several other studiees confirm that
t
the mo
ost
frequently injured body reegions in veh
hicle‐to‐largee animal crasshes are the head, neck aand arm [18]][21][22].
Several geeneral strateegies to reduce vehicl e‐to‐animal crashes ha
ave been prroposed, including drivver
be
ehaviour, an
nimal behaviiour by road
d area desig n, ITS device
es and anim
mal repellentts, as well ass reducing the
nu
umber of animals [6][23]. Also, vehiccle measuress to extend the
t driver’s view
v
forwardd, such as dyynamic contrrol
off the forwarrd headlight pattern, nigght vision syystems, remote sensing technology that detectts animals, are
a
su
uggested as well as technology to re
educe vehiclee speed prio
or to impact [2][9][11]. A
Addressing vehicle‐to‐larrge
an
nimal crashees specifically, the impro
ovement of the vehicle crashworthiness, such aas stronger glass,
g
strongger
ro
oof and stron
nger supportt structures, especially A‐‐pillars and header
h
area, are proposeed [9][18‐20]].
A typical SScandinavian
n moose (lattin: Alces Alcces), sometim
mes called an
a elk, is a llarge member of the deeer
faamily. A new
wborn moosee weighs abo
out 10 kg andd a full‐grow
wn male migh
ht, in rare caases, weigh up
u to 1,000 kg,
k
bu
ut with an average of beetween 300 kg and 400 kg. The moo
ose’s long an
nd slim legs pose special compatibility
issues when iinteracting with
w a passe
enger car, ass illustrated in Fig. 1. Th
he dimensio ns of a typical moose are
a
ab
bout 1 m up
p to the und
derbelly, the centre of ggravity is 1.35 m above the
t ground aand with a total
t
height of
ab
bout 2.35 m
m. Some of th
hese charactteristics are shared with
h other anim
mals, such ass horses, largge deer, catttle
an
nd camels, m
making this a global conce
ern [14].
To better understand the kinemattics and mecchanisms of a large anim
mal‐to‐passennger car crashes, a staged
co
ollision with a passenger car impactting a moosee cadaver was
w performe
ed in the midd‐1980s [19][24]. Figuree 2
sh
hows the kin
nematics of the
t moose during
d
the firrst 160 ms of
o the event. Most interaaction occurs between the
an
nimal and th
he area of windscreen,
w
A‐pillar and header. Lövvsund et al. [19] emphaasise that the
e moose body
en
nters furtherr into the com
mpartment than
t
the car‐‐body heade
er is deforme
ed during thee dynamic evvent.

Fig. 1. Typical moose dimeensions, put in relation
to
o a passengeer vehicle.

Fig. 2. Vehicle–moose
e interactionn, up to 160 ms.
m Reprinteed
with perm
mission from
m [19].

m
dumm
my. This dum
mmy was made
The moosee cadaver test was used to develop tthe second‐ggeneration moose
meable compartments of high pressu re hoses con
ntaining watter [19]. The first genera
ation of moo
ose
off 20 imperm
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du
ummy was m
made of electrical wiress in bundles,, with a woo
oden beam for
f spine [255]. The seco
ond‐generatio
on
du
ummy was further devveloped into
o a third‐ge neration du
ummy consissting of a ttotal of 114
4 rubber disscs
co
onnected by steel parts [26]. This mo
oose dummyy has been thoroughly
t
evaluated
e
an d implemented into a teest
method
m
[16]. In 2011 a test series of five vehicles was run usin
ng this test method
m
[18]. Beside these activities, no
sttandardised ttest method drives the safety develoopment for occupant
o
pro
otection in crrashes with large animalss.
The objecttive of this sttudy is to ide
entify the siggnificance of the occurrence and the challenges of
o crashes wiith
large animals,, including evvaluations ussing a crash ttest method simulating a vehicle‐to‐ large animall crash.
II. METHODSS
This study ccombines reeal‐world cra
ash data andd complete vehicle
v
crash
h testing, foccusing on th
he importancce,
significance and challengees of vehicle
e‐to‐large annimal crashess. The real‐w
world data coomprises sta
atistics of real‐
world
w
crashess and in‐dep
pth studies of
o representaative vehicle
e‐to‐large an
nimal crashees that identtify influencing
faactors and tyypical scenarrios. This kno
owledge is feed into an understanding
g of the mecchanisms and relevance of
te
est set‐up deesign, as well as providin
ng input on ooccupant pro
otection, including vehiccle structurall performancce.
Co
omplete veh
hicle crash tests are ru
un physicallyy as well ass virtually, using a largge animal dummy that is
re
epresentativee of real‐wo
orld vehicle‐to‐large anim
mal crashes. Influences of
o vehicle dessign and imp
pact speed are
a
sttudied to gain knowledgee on occupan
nt protectionn and structu
ural performance.
Re
eal‐world crrash data
Vo
olvo Cars’ Sttatistical Accident Databa
ase containss Volvo passe
enger vehicle
es in Swedenn collected based on repaair
co
ost level. Dettailed inform
mation aboutt the databasse is found in
n Isaksson‐Hellman and N
Norin (2005)).
Restrained
d front‐seat occupants
o
agged 11 yearss or older, with known in
njury severityy (incl. uninju
ured) and who
were
w
involved
d in crashes during 2002
2–2012 (car model yearrs 1999–2012
2) were seleected for the
e analysis. On‐
O
ro
oad crashes,, i.e. withou
ut initial roadway deparrture, where
e the initial collision waas a frontal impact with
h a
motorised
m
vehicle (two‐w
wheelers exccluded) or w
with an anim
mal were gro
ouped and sttudied in terms of overrall
in
njury risk, craash characteeristics and pre‐crash
p
parrameters. Allso, occupant injures in ccrashes with
h large animaals
were
w
investigaated. Descrip
ptive statisticcs of the grooups compared is shown in Table 1 inn the Append
dix.
The group
p with large animals includes collisioon objects, such as moose and horrses. Small‐//medium‐sized
an
nimals are exxemplified by
b deer, badggers and harres. The defo
ormation of the car was coded in acccordance wiith
th
he SAE recommended practice
p
CDC
C (Collision D
Deformation
n Coding) [2
27]. Parts off the vertica
al deformatio
on
co
oding are sh
hown in Fig. 3, where G is deformattion at windscreen area without thee front part of the vehiccle
be
eing deformeed.

Fig. 3. Vertical deformatio
on coding acccording to CD
DC, SAE J224
4.

a the numbe
er of occupaants injured for a certain
n level of AISS [28] divide
ed by the tottal
Injury risk is defined as
umber of occcupants (injjured as well as uninjurred) in the group
g
consid
dered. Exact 95% binom
mial confiden
nce
nu
in
ntervals weree calculated. Injury risk was
w calculateed for the wh
hole selection of cases ass described as
a well as for a
re
educed samp
ple, controlling for road
d type by re stricting to cases where
e the crash occurred on
n roads with
ha
po
osted speed limit of ≥7
70 km/h and
d also excludding crashes occurring at intersectioons. This resttricted samp
ple
was
w also used
d when comp
paring pre‐crash parametters for the different
d
on‐road crash ty
types.
Volvo Cars regularly performs in
n‐depth acccident investtigations of crashes off special intterest. On‐site
in
nvestigationss are carried out and dettailed inform
mation is collected and re
ecorded. Thi s informatio
on includes the
co
ourse of events, documeentation of th
he scene of the accidentt and of the car and its ooccupants. Eleven in‐dep
pth
re
eal‐world craashes with large anima
als were sellected to provide unde
erstanding oof influencin
ng factors and
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im
mportant meechanisms. These
T
crashe
es occurred during 200
02–2003 and
d were all V
Volvo cars of model yeaars
19
999–2003. In total, 27 occupants were involvved: 11 drivers, 6 fron
nt‐seat passsengers and
d 10 rear‐seeat
paassengers, of whom 5 weere children aged 8–13 yyears old. A synthesis
s
of the
t cases is pprovided, inccluding a mo
ore
de
etailed preseentation of two of the ca
ases.
Te
esting
A test method
d simulating a vehicle‐to
o‐large animaal crash wass used, refleccting the reaal‐world situa
ation. The teest
method
m
comp
prises a largee animal dum
mmy, as shoown in Figs 4–6.
4
The larg
ge animal duummy was developed
d
and
vaalidated by V
VTI, Swedish
h Road and Traffic
T
Reseaarch Institute
e, Sweden [2
26]. The dum
mmy has a total
t
weight of
35
58 kg and is made of 114
4 rubber discs in total annd various steel parts ho
olding the piieces together. The rubb
ber
qu
uality is softt (Shore 40°°), rip‐resista
ant and durrable, and iss originally used for prootecting truck beds when
haauling heavyy and sharp rocks.
r
The de
ensity is 1,0550 kg/m3, wh
hich correspo
onds well witth a moose total
t
density of
3
ap
pproximatelyy 1,000 kg/m
m [26]. The local propeer density is adjusted byy various cavvities carved in the rubb
ber
lity. All components, inccluding the sshape of the
bo
ody, achieving life‐like weight
w
and compressibil
c
e body platees,
ru
ubber to rub
bber friction as well as the
t differentt wires are designed to mimic, as cclosely as po
ossible, moo
ose
ch
haracteristicss and are exxplained in detail in [266]. The validation was performed
p
att vehicle spe
eeds of 70–90
km
m/h.

Fig. 4. Large animal dumm
my and test set‐up.

m thick but of
o varying are
eas, arrangeed vertically and
a numbered
The body cconsists of 36 rubber discs, all 50 mm
n Fig. 4. Two
o horizontallyy running wiires keep the
e plates togeether. Each of
o the four leegs
from the rear, as shown in
co
onsists of fou
ur 5 mm wirees. Nineteen
n rubber disccs cover each
h front leg, while
w
the rea r legs each have
h
20 rubb
ber
diiscs. Prior to
o impact, thee dummy hangs from a rreleasing frame. The rele
ease mechannism is based on electriccal
magnets
m
and the circuit iss broken fractions of a ssecond beforre impact. The height off the dummyy is set so th
hat
th
he lower end
d of segmentt 19 is 1,015 mm from thhe ground. The
T vehicle centre
c
is alig ned between rubber plaate
se
egments 16 aand 17, whicch is slightly behind
b
the hhorizontal centre of graviity located att the 18th ru
ubber plate.
Ph
hysical testin
ng
Te
ests were run with two generations of vehiccle designs (vehicle plattforms), com
mparing mainly structural
pe
erformance and studyingg the dynam
mics of vehicl e‐to‐large an
nimal crashe
es. Vehicle pllatform 1 wa
as represented
byy a Volvo S880 (model yeears 1999–20
006) and vehhicle platform
m 2 was represented by a Volvo V70
0 (model yeaars
20
007–presentt). The weigght of the test vehicles were 1,766
6 kg and 1,977 kg, res pectively. The tests weere
co
omparable in
n terms of teest set‐up an
nd vehicle sppeed of 70 km
m/h. Hybrid III 50th perccentile crash test dummiies
were
w
positioned as front‐sseat occupan
nts. Photos oof the test se
et‐up, before
e testing, aree shown in Figg. 5.
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Fig. 5. Test sett‐up: side vieew (left) and front view ((right).

Figg. 6. Compute
er simulationn set‐up for virtual
v
testin
ng.

Virtual
Vi
testing
g
Virtual testingg was run ass a complement to the pphysical testiing, using the same test method. Th
he FE model of
th
he large anim
mal dummy was
w developed and valid ated by Brom
ms and Johansson [29]. TThe test set‐‐up is shown in
Fig. 6. Althou
ugh detailed
d models are
e available ffor estimating occupantt response, focus was placed on the
sttructural response of thee body struccture. In partticular, the effect
e
of initial vehicle sppeed was stu
udied by using
virtual testingg of a platforrm 2 vehicle (vehicle sim
milar to the physical
p
test)). In this studdy, structura
al deformation
was
w evaluated
d for vehicle‐‐to‐large animal crashes at an impacct speed of 70 km/h and 880 km/h. The combinatio
on
off horizontal aand vertical maximum dyynamic intruusion of the header,
h
i.e. the
t connecti ng roof structure between
A‐‐pillars, was recorded att the vehicle
e centreline as well as at the lateral position of the driver head
h
centre of
grravity.
III. RESULTSS
Re
eal‐world crrash data
Sttatistics of real‐world crrashes and in‐depth datta analysis provided
p
und
derstanding of mechanissms as well as
re
elevance of ttest set‐up design. In the
e statistical ddata set, crasshes with larrge animals ((n=446) were
e compared to
crrashes with ssmall‐ and medium‐sized
m
d animals (n==288), frontaal crashes witth passengerr cars (n=143
30) and fronttal
crrashes with heavy vehicles (n=186). First, regardding overall occupant in
njury risk, prroportions of a set of prre‐
crrash parameeters and crrash characteristics weree compared
d for the fou
ur groups. TThen, occupant injuries in
crrashes with large animaals were invvestigated. IInformation from in‐dep
pth studies of 11 crash
hes with larrge
an
nimals offereed complementary insigh
hts into mec hanisms.
Front‐seat occupant MAIS2+
M
injury risks for on‐road co
ollisions with
h large anim
mals, small‐//medium‐sized
an
nimals, fronttal collisionss with passenger cars annd heavy vehicles were investigatedd, respective
ely. The results
arre displayed in Table 2 in
n the Append
dix. It was nooted that occcupants in co
ollisions withh large anima
als were at the
saame risk as in frontal collisions witth passengerr cars. No front‐seat
f
occcupant susttained a MA
AIS2+ injury in
co
ollisions with
h small‐/med
dium‐sized animals, whilee the highesst MAIS2+ injjury risk wass found in fro
ontal collisio
ons
with
w heavy veehicles.
In addition
n, the MAISS2+ risks were examinedd controllingg for road type.
t
When restricting the
t sample to
crrashes taking place on roads with a posted sppeed limit of
o ≥70 km/h
h, and exclu ding crashes occurring at
in
ntersections, the MAIS2++ front‐seat occupant innjury risk in frontal collisions with ppassenger ca
ars was high
her
th
han in collisio
ons with largge animals, although no ssignificant diifference was found (seee Table 2 in Appendix).
A
With respeect to pre‐crrash parametters, some ddifferences between
b
anim
mal crashes and frontal collisions wiith
ve
ehicles are sseen in the statistical data.
d
Table 3 in the Ap
ppendix displays the prooportion of five pre‐craash
paarameters, ccomparing th
he four grou
ups in the reestricted sam
mple of crash
hes taking pllace on road
ds with posted
sp
peed limits o
of 70 km/h and higher and not at intersection
ns. A substan
ntially higheer frequency of vehicle‐tto‐
an
nimal crashees occurred in darkness, dusk or daw
wn as compaared to vehicle‐to‐vehiclle crashes. There
T
was allso
re
elatively higher occurrence of vehiicle‐to‐animaal crashes on
o dry road
ds as compaared to veh
hicle‐to‐vehiccle
crrashes. The p
proportion of
o drivers rep
porting a speeed at impacct of higher than 60 km/hh differed grreatly between
ve
ehicle‐to‐animal crashess and vehicle
e‐to‐vehicle crashes. In vehicle‐to‐a
animal crashhes 80–90% of the driveers
re
eported a higgh‐speed craash, whereass in vehicle‐too‐ vehicles about
a
35% off the drivers reported same. Regarding
drrivers’ self‐reeporting nott braking before impact,, the highest share (29%
%) was foun d among ve
ehicle‐to‐smaall‐
/m
medium‐sizeed animals, while
w
in the vehicle‐to‐vvehicle crash
hes only 8% reported thhat they did not apply the
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brrakes. Conceerning self‐rreported disstraction at impact, 10–
–13% of the
e drivers in vehicle‐to‐a
animal crash
hes
re
eported thatt their attenttion was dire
ected to som
mething else than on the
e driving taskk, while the corresponding
figgure for drivvers in vehicle‐to‐vehicle crashes wass 26–28%.
Looking into specific cases,
c
additional influenntial factors and mechan
nisms can bee seen. Amo
ong the 11 in‐
de
epth vehiclee‐to‐large animal cases, all
a occurred on rural roaads, with posted speed limits of 70–
–110 km/h. All
A
bu
ut one occurrred in dusk or darknesss. Dazzling ligght was repo
orted as an influencing ffactor in at le
east two casses
an
nd obstructeed view was reported as well. Althouugh half of the crashes occurred
o
on ddry roads, ra
ain or snowffall
was
w reported as an influeencing factorr in five of thhe cases. Haalf of those with
w known braking or steering befo
ore
th
he impact did not applyy the brakess or steeredd away. In most
m
cases itt was report
rted that the
e large anim
mal
su
uddenly appeared from the
t left or riight side of tthe road. In one case it appeared
a
suuddenly while standing sttill
on
n the road. IIn all but onee case, the most
m
pronouunced vehicle
e deformatio
on was at thhe A‐pillar an
nd header arrea
an
nd the windscreen brokke. In a singlle case wherre the impact was more
e towards thhe vehicle frront, the fro
ont
windscreen
w
w
was intact.
Differences in crash ch
haracteristicss with regardd to vehicle frontal struccture deform
mation are illustrated using
th
he vertical deformation coding acco
ording to CD
DC (Fig. 3, [27]) for the complete
c
staatistical data
a set. Figuree 7
sh
hows a comp
parison of th
he four subse
ets of collisioon object craash categorie
es: large anim
mals, small‐//medium‐sized
an
nimals, passsenger car and
a heavy ve
ehicles, resppectively. A striking diffference can be noted in
n deformatio
on
paattern comp
paring the fo
our crash ca
ategories. Ass can be see
en in Fig. 7, the verticall deformatio
on pattern ‘G
G’,
where
w
only th
he header and
a A‐pillar area are defformed, rep
presented 72
2% of the crrashes with large animaals,
while
w
it is alm
most non‐exiistent in veh
hicle‐to‐passeenger car crrashes and only
o in a smaall portion of
o crashes wiith
sm
mall‐/medium
m‐sized anim
mals and heavy truck crasshes.

Fig. 7. Vertical deformatio
on pattern distribution peer
crrash categoryy.

Fig. 8. Occupantt injury (N=4415) distribu
ution per body
part,, for the 20
00 front‐seatt occupants in vehicle‐tto‐
large
e animal crasshes.

In the sub
bset of 446 vehicle‐to‐la
arge animal crashes (co
omprising in total 446 ddrivers and 187 front‐seeat
ont‐seat passsengers sustained at least one innjury. The 200
2
front‐seeat
paassengers), 146 drivers and 54 fro
occcupants susstained in to
otal 415 injurries, distribuuted per body part as sho
own in Fig. 88. The vast majority
m
of the
occcupant inju
uries are minor (AIS1) injuries, accoounting for 378 of the 415 injuriees, mainly fo
ound in upp
per
exxtremities, spine, face and head. Cu
uts/lacerationns are the most
m
commo
on AIS1 injurry type (39%
%), followed by
sttrain/sprain (20%) and pain
p
without specified iinjury source (19%). Typ
pically, cuts//lacerations are found on
o
up
pper extrem
mities (55%) and face (26%), while SStrain/sprain
n are seen almost
a
excluusively in the
e spine (96%
%).
Among the A
AIS2+ occupaant injuries, 22 are gradded moderaate (AIS2), and
a 15 are ggraded serio
ous or greatter
(A
AIS3+). Of th
he AIS2+ inju
uries, 68% arre to the heead and face, and the re
emaining aree evenly disttributed to the
sp
pine, upper eextremities and
a chest. Of
O the AIS 2++ injuries, 48
8% are fractu
ures, half of them in the
e head or facce,
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with
w 22% of tthe fracturess found in th
he spine, 17%
% in the upp
per extremities and 11% in the chestt. Beside theese
fractures, and
d except for one upper extremity
e
lacceration, one chest ruptture and onee chest suffo
ocation, all the
AIS2+ are inju
uries to the head,
h
such ass concussionss, lacerations and haemo
orrhages.
Among thee 11 in‐deptth cases with
h 27 occupaants, none of the rear‐se
eat occupantts sustained injuries mo
ore
se
erious than ccuts resultin
ng from splin
ntering glasss. Among the
e front‐seat occupants, one driver was
w uninjureed.
Th
his is the onlly case involving a red de
eer (Latin: CCervus), which is a large deer,
d
but sm
maller than a moose. Thiss is
also the only case amongg the in‐depth cases whhere the win
ndscreen was not brokenn; however, there is larrge
de
eformation tto the vehicle front and hood.
h
The innjuries for the
e other 16 frront‐seat occcupants are mainly of levvel
AIS1, includingg cuts and laaceration to mainly head , face, arms,, including ha
ands and finggers, as well as minor neeck
in
njuries that aare mainly pain
p
related. The mecha nism behind
d the cuts orr laceration injuries are mostly due to
diirect contactt with sharp edges, such
h as parts of the windscrreen, or by splintering gllass projecte
ed towards the
occcupant. One of the thrree occupants with injurries exceeding AIS1 died
d due to crittical head in
njury by direect
lo
oading, whilee the other two sustain
ned serious‐‐severe neckk injuries. The mechani sm behind these seriou
us‐
se
evere injuriees, such as head
h
injuriess and neck ffractures, bu
ut also arm and hand frractures, are
e likely due to
in
nteraction wiith intrudingg roof structu
ures or direcct interaction with the body
b
of the l arge animal intruding in
nto
th
he compartm
ment during the
t crash seq
quence.
Two typicaal real‐world cases are prresented bel ow. They are
e both typica
al vehicle‐to‐‐large anima
al crashes fro
om
a mechanism point of view
w. Both of th
hem impacteed a moose of
o a weight of
o approximaately 350–40
00 kg. In casee 1
th
he vehicle im
mpacted the moose
m
centrrally on vehiccle while drivving at appro
oximately 700 km/h. While in case 2 the
ve
ehicle impaccted the moo
ose to the left of the vehhicle’s front while
w
driving
g at approxim
mately 90 km
m/h. As can be
se
een from Figs 9 and 10, the
t deformations at the bumper leve
el and the ve
ehicle front w
were minima
al. This refleccts
th
he interaction with a low
w‐weight parrt of the anim
mal; its long legs. Hence,, when the m
moose body contacted the
windscreen/A
w
A‐pillar/header area, a lim
mited reduct ion in speed had taken place.
p

Figg. 10. In‐depth case 2.

Fig. 9. In‐deptth case 1.

In case 1 (Fig. 9) a resttrained 56‐yyear‐old malee driver of a Volvo V70 (MY
(
‐00) waas driving at approximateely
0 km/h on a rural road in
n rain and da
arkness. Sudddenly a moo
ose appeared
d on the roadd. The driver tried to steeer
70
aw
way, but did not apply th
he brake. The moose waas impacted centrally
c
by the vehicle, the windscreen broke and
th
he header an
nd A‐pillars were
w
deform
med. After th e crash, the car stayed on
o the road. The driver, being the on
nly
occcupant in th
he vehicle, su
ustained fingger laceratio n only, due to
t the splinte
ering glass.
In case 2 (Fig. 10), a restrained
d 60‐year‐ol d male drivver of a Vo
olvo V70XC (MY ‐01) was
w driving at
ap
pproximatelyy 90 km/h on a straight rural road inn darkness, without
w
stree
etlights. The road was wet
w due to rain.
Su
uddenly the moose appeeared from the
t left; the driver took no action in
n braking or steering manoeuvres. The
im
mpact of thee moose waas on the lefft side, and the moose kinematics was similarr to the moose in case 1,
in
nteracting with the headeer and A‐pilla
ar area. Afteer the crash, the car ran off
o the road.. The driver, being the on
nly
occcupant in th
he vehicle, su
ustained lace
erations on ffingers as we
ell as in the face, due to tthe splinterin
ng glass.
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Te
esting
Th
he dynamic ssequence off a vehicle‐to
o‐large animaal crash test is illustrated
d in Fig. 11, showing sna
ap‐shots of the
po
ositions of th
he large anim
mal dummy in the test w
with the platfform 2 vehiccle. For compparison, the corresponding
ve
ehicle crash pulse, speciffically the longitudinal siill acceleratio
on and veloccity, is show n in Fig. 12. It can be seen
th
hat during th
he first part of
o the event, the dummyy‐vehicle interaction hass minor influuence on the
e vehicle speed
re
eduction. Thiis is first seen when the body of the dummy contacts the header and A‐ppillar area. This
T interactio
on
lasts for abou
ut 60 ms, wiith a maximum deceleraation of 50 m/s2. Therea
after the duummy’s rotattion continu
ues
arround the heeader and up and above
e the roof. D
During the whole
w
event, the vehicle speed is red
duced from 70
km
m/h to 62 km
m/h by the large animal interaction (Fig. 12) and
d the deceleration level is considerably lower than
th
he activation
n levels of conventional frrontal impacct protection
n restraints, such
s
as airbaags and pre‐ttensioners.

Fig. 11. Dynam
mic sequencee of large animal dummyy interaction with passen
nger vehicle, platform 2 vehicle
v
test.

Fig. 12a. Longgitudinal vehiicle acceleration at sill vss.
time, platform
m 2 vehicle teest.

Fig. 12
2b. Longitudinal vehicle vvelocity at siill vs. time, platform
p
2
vehiclle test.

Co
omparison o
of two vehiclle design gen
nerations
A comparison
n of two vehiicle design ge
enerations w
was made ussing the physsical as well aas the virtua
al test metho
od.
mportant vehicle design and occupa
ant protectioon aspects are seen, in particular hhighlighting the structural
Im
in
ntegrity of th
he A‐pillars. Structural deformation is mainly in the area of A‐pillars andd header (Figs 13 and 14
4).
Th
he structuraal design diffferences be
etween the two vehicle
e generation
ns have an iinfluence on
n deformation
exxtent.

Fig. 13a. Photos of platforrm 1 vehicle after test at 70
km
m/h.

Figg. 13b. Photo
o of platform
m 2 vehicle after test at 70
7
km
m/h.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of carr body deformation afterr vehicle‐to‐large animal dummy virtuual test; plattform 1 (left))
an
nd platform 2 (right).

Comparingg photos fro
om the physsical tests, itt can be seen that the extent of ddeformation is less in the
1
as compared to plaatform 1 (Figg. 13a). In neither
n
of thhe tests did the front‐seeat
pllatform 2 veehicle (Fig. 13b)
occcupants imp
pact their heeads into the
e large animaal dummy orr the vehicle interior struucture. The airbag
a
was not
n
de
eployed, which is per speecifications given
g
this low
w acceleratio
on event.
Virtual testting providees a good com
mplement too the physicaal test, enab
bling more siituations to be tested, and
also providingg a more detailed comparison of ca r body deformation. Car body maxi mum dynam
mic intrusion is
diisplayed in FFig. 14. Majo
or deformatio
on on A‐pillaars influence
es the deform
mation of thee header and roof bow (at
(
th
he B‐pillar leevel) for the platform 1 vehicle. How
wever, for the platform 2 vehicle thhe deformattions of the A‐
pattern on the roof, esspecially thee roof bow (at
piillars are lesss, also influencing the deformation
d
( the B‐pillar
le
evel) (Fig. 14). Measuringg the maximum dynamicc intrusions of the heade
er measuredd at the vehiicle centrelin
ne,
th
he platform 2 vehicle is 36%
3 lower th
han the platfform 1 vehiccle. As the platform 2 ve hicle tested has a sunroo
of,
a special checck was made to ensure th
hat this did nnot influence
e the results.
Vehicle
Ve
speed
d influence
Th
he virtual crrash test meethod was used
u
to proovide insightt into influence of vehiccle speed att impact. Tw
wo
simulations w
were run at at
a 70 km/h and
a 80 km/hh, respectively. This incre
ease of speeed increases the maximu
um
dyynamic intru
usion by up to 25%. The highest
h
maxiimum dynam
mic intrusion (as well as rrelative incre
ease) is seen in
th
he header att the vehicle centreline. This
T is also ppronounced by the vehiccle position ccentric to th
he large anim
mal
du
ummy. The intrusion reecorded at the
t driver hhead centre of gravity is somewhatt lower, botth in absolu
ute
nu
umbers as w
well as relativvely from an
n increase off speed poin
nt of view. It is clear thatt even a small decrease in
sp
peed at impaact to a largee animal will have imporrtant influencce on maxim
mum dynamicc intrusion and
a hence heelp
to
o reduce the likelihood of head intera
action.
IV
V. DISCUSSIO
ON
d
on vehicle design beyond standardisedd crash test methods. The
Crashes with large aniimals pose demands
ch
hallenges incclude dealin
ng with ‘obje
ects’ appearring suddenly and ‘objects’ that intteract differe
ently with the
ve
ehicle as co
ompared to most otherr objects. PParticularly, the direct impact
i
to t he animal poses
p
a mo
ore
ch
hallenging th
hreat to the vehicle
v
occupant protecttion.
The conseq
quences from
m a vehicle‐tto‐animal craash could be
e caused by the
t direct im
mpact of the animal and//or
a secondary impact due to
t extensive
e vehicle maanoeuvre or the animal impact. Situuations resulting in run off
o
ro
oad crashes due to evassive maneeuvres for avooiding an aniimal crash were
w
not inccluded in this study. Theese
situations are important to consider as well when addressing the
t whole sccope of occu pant protecttion in vehicle‐
to
o‐animal crasshes.
The real‐w
world data prresented in this study su pports prior studies’ find
dings, emphaasizing that the
t vehicle‐tto‐
an
nimal crashees mostly occcur at rural roads, at highher speeds, in
i relatively clear
c
weatheer and road conditions
c
and
ussually in darkkness. The driver seldom
m has a chancce to take acction, not beccause he/shee is distracte
ed but becau
use
off the animal’’s sudden ap
ppearance. Although
A
thee pre‐crash faactors are similar when comparing vehicle
v
crash
hes
to
o large and ssmall‐/mediu
um‐sized animals, the veehicle deform
mation patte
ern and occuupant injury consequencces
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of such a crash are very different. The smaller and lighter animals interact with the bumper and end up on top
of the hood, while the larger animals, with their long legs in combination with their heavy body, will interact
with the windscreen area close to where the occupant is seated.
Especially in parts of North America, northern Asia and northern Europe, crashes with large animals of
moose, elk and large deer types are frequent. Other large animals are horses, cattle and camels, making this a
global issue. The typical characteristic of a moose is a high centre of gravity due to long and slim legs, which will
have limited interaction with a passenger vehicle front. Although height can vary, these properties are shared
with the other large animals as well. The kinematics of the large animal dummy, as shown in Fig. 11, provides
insight into the dynamics of this event. Bashir and Abu‐Zidan [14] reviewed literature on vehicle‐to‐large animal
crashes in different countries, and summarised that the mechanisms of injury vary with size and height of the
animal and can be serious.
As shown in the real‐world data analysis, when impacting an animal the driver is not at a significantly higher
overall injury risk as compared to when impacting another vehicle. Nevertheless, the front‐seat occupants in a
vehicle‐to‐large animal crash are exposed to typical injury patterns and mechanisms highlighting the
significance of these events. Occupant injuries of special focus are injuries to head, neck and upper extremities,
together with cuts and lacerations. The mechanisms behind the most severe injuries (head injuries and neck
fractures) as well as the less severe arm and hand fractures are mainly due to interaction with intruding roof
structures, or direct interaction with the body of the large animal intruding into the compartment during the
crash sequence. The mechanism behind the cuts or laceration injuries are mostly due to direct contact with
sharp edges, such as parts of windscreen, or by splintering glass projected towards the occupant. These injuries
account for the vast majority of the injuries and although of low severity, with respect to threat to life, they can
cause great pain and suffering. In addition, long‐term consequences with respect to the healing process and
scars are important aspects.
From an occupant protection perspective, the worst case is when the large animal body interacts with the
vehicle at the height of the A‐pillar, and thus close to the occupant’s head. The test method used in this study
provides insight into these mechanisms and serves as a test method for evaluating typical vehicle‐to‐large
animal crashes. The test method used in this study uses the third generation of large animal dummies. Extensive
studies were made to choose the material most representative of animal characteristics during impact, leading
to the choice of rubber elements. The design has been shown to be durable, and the method repeatable and
reproducible [16]. The published validation work based on both moose cadaver testing and real‐world data
comparison [19][24] is supported by comparing the real‐world crash outcome (Figs 9 and 10) with the test
vehicle deformations (Figs 13–14) presented in this study. The test method was validated in vehicle speeds of
70–90 km/h. Due to the durability of the rubber animal dummy, the validity can be questioned at high severity
events, since a real moose will be less durable and thus the characteristics will change. Also, the speed level for
which the large animal dummy is biofidelic depends on the characteristics of the vehicle, i.e. for more resistant
vehicles, the speed level will be lower than for those vehicles used in the validation.
The test method captures the loading characteristics based on the typical large animal kinematics when
sideways interacting with the vehicle. A typical passenger vehicle‐to‐large animal interaction comprises low‐
energy interaction with the front part of the vehicle, the animal body interacting with the header and A‐pillar
area and thereafter unloading by continuing the rotating motion up and over the vehicle roof. In some
situations in the real world, however, the animal will be trapped inside the compartment.
The validation of the virtual method was performed by Broms and Johansson [29]. In the present study,
deformation patterns from the physical and the virtual test method for the same vehicle at 70 km/h are shown
in Figs 13–14. The overall deformation pattern is similar, however a somewhat stiffer response in the virtual
testing is seen. This is in line with previous experience, stating that simulation models generally display a stiffer
response compared to the physical tests. In this case, this effect is partly related to the windscreen cracking that
can be observed in tests, which require sophisticated models in order to be captured in computer simulations
and, partly related to that material failure, cannot always be captured in a realistic manner.
Important vehicle design and occupant protection aspects emphasise the performance of the header and A‐
pillar area. The structural integrity in this area influences the deformation extent. The vehicle design changes
made between vehicle platform 1 and 2 result in a lower maximum dynamic intrusion, up to 36% at the header
centreline, especially due to less deformation on A‐pillars, which also influences the deformation of the head
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and roof bow. In neither of the physical crash tests did the occupant impact their head, and only in a few of the
real‐world cases (all of the real‐world cases were of platform 1 type of vehicles) did the occupant sustain severe
injuries due to direct interaction, illustrating that both tested vehicle types are relatively well designed vehicles
for this crash situation. This was supported from a real‐world study performed by Folksam in Sweden [18],
comparing Swedish cars (Volvo and Saab) to a variety of non‐Swedish cars of similar size. Folksam [18] found
that the amount of occupants injured and with medical impairment was 25% lower in a Swedish‐made car as
compared to other vehicles.
The influence of vehicle speed at impact is shown from real‐world data to have a significant influence on
injury consequences. In the present study, two different speeds were evaluated using the virtual crash test
method. An increased impact speed not only drives the structural deformation but also influences the timing of
head impact towards the deformed area. Besides the influence of impact speed, several important pre‐crash
factors are highlighted in this study. Technical developments for addressing these issues will require a
combination of countermeasures targeting the mobility of the large animals (e.g. fencing) as well as vehicle
technology assisting the driver in detecting and sensing large animals. with the goal of further strengthening
occupant protection by mitigating and potentially avoiding the crash. In addition, measures addressing post‐
crash aspects are of importance for the consequences of a vehicle‐to‐animal crash. For best results, measures in
all these areas should be combined, together with vehicle structural and restraint developments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Crashes with large animals pose demands on vehicle design beyond standardised crash test methods.
Although more frequent in some parts of the world, they can occur globally, and generally the challenges are
sudden appearance and vehicle interaction higher up on the car body than when interacting with other vehicles
or small‐/medium‐sized animals. Real‐world data identifies important factors, such as impact speed, impact
configuration and environmental factors. Particularly relevant occupant injuries are those to the head, neck and
upper extremities. Injury mechanisms include interaction with deformed roof structures or the large animal
body, as well as cuts and lacerations by splintering glass or sharp edges. A test method simulating vehicle‐to‐
large animal crashes was used to illustrate structural performance and occupant protection. Vehicle design as
well as impact speed influences the structural performance when impacting a large animal. Safety
developments addressing large animal safety include structural and restraint designs, together with detection
and sensing of large animals for mitigation and potential crash avoidance altogether.
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VII. APPENDIX

TABLE I
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION) OF OCCUPANT AGE, STATURE AND CAR MODEL YEAR FOR THE FOUR SUBSETS
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Variable
Occupant age
Occupant stature
Car model year

Collision with
large animal, n=446
Mean
Std Dev
49
13.5
177
8.0
2005
3.2

Collision with small/ medium
sized animal, n=288
Mean
Std Dev
47
13.7
178
8.7
2006
3.5

Frontal collision
with passenger car, n=1430
Mean
Std Dev
46
13.9
178
8.7
2005
3.2

Frontal collision
with heavy vehicle, n=186
Mean
Std Dev
47
13.9
177
9.6
2004
3.2

TABLE 2
FRONT‐SEAT OCCUPANT MAIS2+ INJURY RISKS PER CRASH CATEGORY, WHOLE STATISTICAL DATA SET SAMPLE AND RESTRICTED SAMPLE OF
CRASHES ON ROADS WITH POSTED SPEED LIMIT OF 70 KM/H AND ABOVE, AND EXCLUDING CASES AT INTERSECTIONS
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Collision with large animal

95%
lower

95%
upper

n

MAIS2+

446

0.0404

0.0241

0.063

288

0

420

0.0492

0.0256

0.0669

264

0

n
Restrained front‐seat
occupants with known
injury severity,
age >11 years
crash years 02–12,
model years 99–12
As above +
Crashes on roads with
posted speed limit ≥70
km/h and not at
intersection

Collision
with small‐/
medium‐
sized animal

Risk

Frontal collision with passenger
car

n

Risk

Risk

Frontal collision with heavy
vehicles

95%
lower

95%
upper

n

MAIS2+

1430

0.0385

0.0291

0.0498

492

0.0772

0.0552

0.1045

MAIS2+

MAIS2+

Risk

95%
lower

95%
upper

186

0.0699

0.0377

0.1166

71

0.0986

0.0406

0.1926

TABLE 3
PROPORTIONS OF PRE‐CRASH PARAMETERS PER CRASH CATEGORY, RESTRICTED SAMPLE OF CRASHES ON ROADS WITH POSTED SPEED LIMIT
OF 70 KM/H AND ABOVE, AND EXCLUDING CASES AT INTERSECTIONS
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
Lighting condition =
darkness/dusk/dawn
Road condition=dry
Self‐reported driver distraction
Self‐reported speed at collision
>60 km/h
Self‐reported driver’s braking=no

Collision with large
animal

Collision with small‐/
medium‐sized animal

Frontal collision with
passenger car

Frontal collision with
heavy vehicles

81.6

74.6

35.7

34.3

64.5
13.2

72.0
10.2

56.3
28.0

54.3
25.7

79.1

89.0

34.9

35.7

16.2

28.8

8.4

20.0
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